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FinaP closeout Sale! 
On a LIMITED NUMBER of 23 -channel 

'"fngs IOU Transceivers 
ORDER NOW! 

QUANTITIES LIMITED! 
Stock No.RT100 

Onl S!i9 $2.50 shipping 
y- '"-- and handling 

Was $129.95! 

Full 23 channels 
Adjustable squelch 
Illuminated S/RF meter 
Extension speaker jack 

One of the smallest 23 -channel CB rigs on the market, this high-performance mobile 
unit rivals even more expensive transceivers. The Fanfare 100 features an 

illuminated S -meter and a built-in noise limiter to screen out ignition noise for 
clearer reception of weak signals. And for all its output power-a hefty 3 watts- 
the Fanfare 100 keeps battery drain down to a low 0.2 ampere in receive. The 
rugged cabinet of this top-quality mobile transceiver is black and the faceplate is 

silver. Crystals for all 23 channels are included. 

RECEIVER SECTION: The Fanfare 100 is designed to transmit AM signals in the 
26.965 -to -27.255 -MHz Citizens Band. Highly sensitive and selective dual -conversion 
superheterodyne -type circuitry. Full 23 -channel crystal -controlled operation is provided 
by a frequency -synthesized circuit consisting of 12 crystals. The receive section includes 
an S/RF meter for reading signal/power strength, an adjustable squelch control to 
eliminate background noise when no signal is being received, and an automatic noise 
limiter to suppress atmospheric and manmade interference. 

TRANSMITTER SECTION: The transmitter is designed to transmit AM signals in the 
26.965 -to -27.255 -MHz Citizens Band. The crystal synthesized circuit used in the receiver 
section is common to the transmitter, and provides full 23 -channel crystal -controlled 
operation. One hundred percent modulation capability and up to 5 watts power input to 
the final RF stage. 
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Did you know that the average street 
life of a CB radio in the United States is 

25 days and that one out of every three 
CB radios is stolen? CB radios are easy 
items for thieves to unload and it seems 
that they are just as easy to steal. Two 
police officers, staked out in a shopping 
center in Miami, timed what must have 
been a professional CB thief. It took him 
exactly 37 seconds once he had entered a 

car to get out with the CB radio. Of 
course, they apprehended him. These 
statistics probably don't shock you if you 
have been a victim of the CB rip-off. 
However, if you are one of the lucky few 
that have been able to retain their radio 
without taking any special precautions 
the odds are, your luck is bound to run 
out. 

CB radios installed in cars aren't the 
only prey of the CB thief. A Radio Shack 
store in the Washington area was vandal- 
ized recently. The thieves backed up to 
the front of the store with a truck, 
removed the entire front window, and 
drove away with a truckload of CB 
radios. If you think that's bold, what 
about this one? A few months ago a thief 
or thieves (they often work in pairs) 
removed my father's CB radio from his 
car which was parked in front of the 
house. And would you believe the next 
night they came back and got the an- 
tenna? Had my father taken a few of the 
precautions that I am. about to offer, I am 
sure he would still have his radio or at 
least his antenna. 

YOI._!R , 

The recovery rate for stolen CB radios 
is very low. This is mainly because they 
are in demand and are easy to sell. 
Thieves can unload them quickly. How- 
ever, a few radios are recovered by the 
police. But, if you cannot identify your 

radio, the police will not return it to you. 
When you go to a police station to claim 
your radio, you have to know more than 
the brand name and model number. After 
all, the manufacturer made more than 
one radio and the police want to be sure 
they are returning the radio to its rightful 
owner. One good way to identify your 
radio is to engrave your drivers license 
number into the chassis. Be sure to 
indicate the state. Some thieves move 
from state to state doing their dirty 
deeds. 

There is a company called Identifax 
which operates out of New York that has 
set up a computerized identification 
system. For a one-time fee of $9.50, a 

customer is provided with a stencil with a 

code number, a computer card, and an 
engraver. The code numbers are all indi- 
vidual and are engraved on a number of 
items of value such as CB radios, stereos, 
tape players, televisions, etc. Then, the 
computer card is sent back to the com- 
puter center for storage. Whenever stolen 
items with these numbers are recovered 
by the police, they can be traced to the 
rightful owner. Special warning stickers 
are also provided to customers. They can 
be applied to car windows, doors, etc. 
This sticker becomes a deterrent because 
it warns thieves that all items have been 
marked for easy identification. This 
makes them more difficult to sell. 

It has been my contention that locks 
don't stop professional thieves; they 
simply slow them up. But, an ounce of 
prevention is sometimes worth a pound 
of cure. There are several types of locks 
available for CB radios. 

One type uses a braided steel cable 
with one end mounted to the dash of the 
car. the other end, which is equipped 
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with a lock such as shown in Fig.1, fits 
into a connector at the radio. A key is 

used to unlock the mechanism which 
releases the cable so the radio can be 
removed. By the way, the cable is adver- 
tised as cut -proof and the lock is said to 
be pick -proof. 

I am sure the manufacturers of the 
lock had good intentions. However, I am 
just as sure that it's not below some 
determined thief to pry the whole cable 
lock out of the dashboard with a crow- 
bar, thus, ruining the dashboard as well as 
escaping with the radio. 

Alarms may be just a little better than 
locks simply because a loud noise will 
attract attention and the thieves may be 
noticed. Therefore, they are likely to run 
off without the radio. Alarms range from 
a simple circuit like the one shown in 
Fig.2 which just about anyone could 
install to complicated and expensive cir- 
cuits which require professional instal- 
lation. 

Before we talk about the more expen- 
sive alarms, let's take a brief look at the 
simple alarm in Fig.2. As you can see, the 
system consists of two capacitors, two 
inductors, a relay, and some lamp cord. 
These parts can be purchased at any 
Radio Shack or Lafayette store. The way 
it works is simple. The knurl nut has to 
be unscrewed to remove the CB radio. Of 
course, unscrewing the nut closes the 
relay and the horn goes off. When you 
want to remove the radio without 
sounding the horn, simply disconnect the 
ground or the hot lead to the horn. 

Another type of alarm which is more 
expensive and can be purchased from the 
Mountain West Alarm Company, 4215 N. 

RADIO CASE 

SWITCH 
(INSIDE 
CHASSIS) 

KNURLED NUT 

RFC1 

RFC2 

TO HORN RELAY OF CAR 

0.022 

TO CAR CHASSIS GROUND 
(DASHBOARD, BODY, ETC.) 

0.022 
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16th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85016 uses 
a sticky tag, similar to a band -aid which is 
stuck to the radio. The tag contains a 
printed circuit and the idea is that it will 
be pulled loose when the radio is removed 
from the car. This breaks the circuit and 
the alarm goes off. Cutting the wires to 
this alarm also causes it to sound. 

A relatively new type of alarm system 
requires just two connections to the car 
battery; there's no individual sensor 
wiring to add. Its operation is simple. 

When any accessory - dome lights, 
radio, CB, or brake lights - are turned 
on, they will draw current from the 
battery causing a slight, but quick, volt- 
age drop. The voltage -sensitive electronic 
circuit monitors for this quick change. If 
it detects one, indicating that a door has 
been opened and the dome lights have 
come on, it sets off the alarm. Of course, 
to protect the hood and trunk, the car 
must have accessory lights (or some other 
current drawing device) installed in both 
locations. 

Another type of alarm, which resem- 
bles a filter, connects in series with the 
antenna lead. It's activated when the 
antenna is removed from the radio unless 
it is switched off beforehand. 

Many insurance companies no longer 
insure CB radios that are not installed in 
the car dash. If they do, there is an 
additional charge and the radio has to be 
permanently mounted in the car. 

One large manufacturer of CB radios 
has come up with its own type of 
insurance policy. Basically, if you pur- 
chase one of their radios and it's ripped 
off, you simply mail them a copy of the 
police report, a copy of your receipt, and 
$29 and they will send you another radio. 

HIDE IT 

Hiding your antenna and/or radio in 
that order, is a good deterrent against 

having your radio ripped off. A CB 
antenna installed on a car is nothing but a 
lighthouse for CB thieves. It leads them 
right to the spot. As a matter of fact, 
that's how thieves spot most of their 
"marks." Now, if there were some way to 
hide those telltale antennas you could 
prolong the life of your radio and anten- 
na. Luckily, there is hope. Expensive but 
very effective, the electric disappearing 
antenna seems to be a solution. Once 
installed, you can flip a switch inside the 
car and make your antenna go up or 
down. Some electric antennas are wired 
so that the up and down switch also turns 
the power to the rig on and off. 

Another cheaper, but probably just as 
effective, solution is to use a detachable 
or fold -down antenna mounting bracket 
as shown in Fig.3. When you leave the 
car, simply raise the trunk lid, disconnect 
the antenna from the bracket, and leave it 
in the trunk. Thieves assume you don't 
have a rig when your antenna is not 
visible. 

Hy Gain, a large manufacturer of CB 
radios, makes a radio that is designed to 
be installed in the car trunk as shown in 
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FIGURE 4 .'i: 5: LL 

Fig.4. The channel selector is built into 
the microphone as well as the rig's on/off 
switch, speaker, and squelch control. A 

quick -disconnect connector mounted on 

the car dash allows speedy removal of the 
microphone for concealment in the glove 

compartment. To thieves who peer 
through your car window, you're clean 
and they are disappointed because there 
is no radio to steal. 

This CB radio is also shown advertised 
with a combination AM/FM/CB antenna. 
It looks just like a regular AM car radio 

antenna and, therefore, should not attract 
attention. 

THE BEST SOLUTION 

I may be going out on a limb to say 

this but I think the best solution to 
preventing the CB rip-off is to remove 
your radio each time you leave the car. 

Of course, this gets old after a while but, 
treat it like a habit, get used to it, and 
your radio will live to be a ripe old age - 
much longer than 25 days. 

A universal slide mount as shown in 

Fig.5 will allow you to remove and insert 
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your rig in the car with relative ease. The 
essential wires from the radio can be 
soldered to contacts on a contact plate 
which is permanently mounted to the 
bottom of your radio. The other part of 
the universal mount is permanently 
mounted in the car. Connections from 
the power and antenna lines are made to 
it. The plate on the bottom of the radio 
mates with the universal mount in the 

Helpful 
ints 

there's 

car. It takes a second to slide the radio in 
place and for the radio to be used. 

The universal lock mount and a detach- 
able antenna bracket are probably the 
cheapest and most effective ways to 
prevent the CB rip-off. Don't put off 
until tomorrow what you can do today. 
Protect your rig and antenna against the 
great CB rip-off. Believe me, you won't 
miss it until it's gone. 10-7. 

Figure 1 wasn't always Fig.1 to me. At one time, 
I thought of it as a nightmare because as a new- 
comer to electronics over a decade ago, I shud- 
dered at the thought of trying to memorize it. If 
you are in that position now, then I believe 

hope for you as there was for me. Can you memorize this jingle? 

Biloxi's beer rots our young guts, but vodka goes well. 

If you can, then you've memorized the resistor color code. Simply pick out 
the first letter of each word - BBROYGBVGW - and you have it. Make up 
your own jingle if you like. Take it from me, you'll never forget it. 

-James D. Crudup 

COLOR 
1ST 

FIGURE 
2ND 

FIGURE 
NO. OF 
ZEROS 

BLACK 0 0 NONE 
BROWN 1 1 0 
RED 2 2 00 
ORANGE 3 3 000 
YELLOW 4 4 0000 
GREEN 5 5 00000 
BLUE 6 6 000000 
VIO_ET 7 7 

GRAY 8 8 
WHITE 9 9 

*SILVER 
GOLD 

MULTIPLIER 
MULTIPLIER 

0.01 
0.1 
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CB Servicing Case Histories: 

A customer brought a 

set in with what he 
thought was a bad speaker. 
I hooked the set up on 
the test bench and fed a 

modulated signal into it. 
There was no sound from 
the speaker, so I plugged 
in an external speaker that 
I have on the test bench 
and there was no sound 
from it either. 

Then, I looked at the 
"S" meter and there was 
an indication on it, so 

apparently the rf and i -f 
working properly. I decided to check 
the transmitter to see if the transmitter 
was being modulated and sure enough, 
the modulation was normal. Now why 
was the audio being developed to 
modulate the transmitter but not to drive 
the speaker during the receive condition? 

I decided to try signal injection in the 
audio stages to see where the signal was 

being lost. I decided to check the 
squelched audio stage first. This stage, 
shown in Fig.l , consists of transistor 
Q12 and associated components. By 

atnal injecting 
c thecollector by Harold Kinley, C.E.T. 

An NRI grad 
takes in ailing 
CB sets and 

turns them out 
walltowall, 

at a tidy profit 
for himself 

stages were 

of Q12, a sound could be 
heard in the speaker; 
moving to the base of 
Q12, the sound could no 
longer be heard in the 
speaker. This meant that 
the audio was not getting 
through transistor Q12. 

Checking the bias on 
the emitter to base, I 

found that the transistor 
was reverse biased to cut- 
off. The voltage at the 
emitter of Q12 is sup- 
posed to change as the 

squelch control is varied. I checked the 
voltage at the base while varying the 
squelch control and the voltage did not 
vary as it should have-it remained 
constant. 

So, I decided to check the squelch 
transistors Q9 and Q10. I removed Q10 
from the circuit first and checked it. It 
was okay. Next I removed Q9 from the 
circuit and found it was definitely bad 
(emitter to collector short). 

This was an npn transistor and I didn't 
think the replacement was very critical 
since it looked like a simple do amplifier 

circuit, I looked 
through my RCA 
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NOISE 
IN 

SQUELCH 

SK series of replacements and found an 
SK3122 which I thought would work 
okay. Installation of the SK3122 restored 
sound to the receiver and the squelch 
control also worked properly. 

The reason the audio had been alright 
during the transmit condition was because 
when the transmitter is keyed, the voltage 
is removed from the squelch transistor. 
Therefore, the positive voltage is not 
there to cut off the audio transistor. 

The owner brought this set in and said 
it would transmit fine but did not receive 

DETECTOR-AGC 

AUDIO 

T 

at all. I hooked the set up and fed in a 

modulated signal and adjusted the con- 
trols, but there was no sound at all from 
the set. 

I first suspected a bad speaker because 
the "S" meter had a good indication on it 

from the modulated signal I had fed into 
it. I plugged in my external speaker and 
there was no sound from it either. Now 
the trouble was beginning to look very 
similar to the case above. 

So, I decided to check the transmitter 
to make sure it was modulating properly. 
It was. Next, I decided to go to signal 
tracing through the receiver audio path 

C25 

SQUELCH 

MIC D 

AUDIO 
AMP 

TO 
TRANSMITTER 
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from the detector on through to the 
speaker. I had one of those premature 
hunches that the detector-agc IC was bad. 
This is IC1 on the schematic seen in 

Fig.2. 
I first injected a signal at point 32 on 

the schematic which is the input to the 
IC. There was no sound from the speaker 
from this injected signal. Next, I moved 
to the output of the IC (point 37 on 
schematic) and still there was no output 
from the speaker. 

I moved on to point 41 on the sche- 

matic and the tone from the signal 
injector came through loud and clear. 
Now the only component between point 
37 and point 41 is the electrolytic capaci- 
tor C25. It must be open! 

I located C25 on the board and it 

turned out that it had one lead not 
connected to the circuit board. The repair 
was simple - just solder the lead to the 
board. I charged the customer only $10 
because the repair job did not take long 
and he was a very good customer. 

MIC SOCKET 

. 041 

e e70KI 
taK 

RELAY COIL 

4700 
IVA 

lOmeg 

NE -2 

SPOT t .a 
LAMP 415V 
tonreg 

33K 

415V 
.3004 

:URE 3 

.001 

IST SPEECH AMP 

12AX7 

e7aK 

47K 

e15V 

.3004 

BROWNING EAGLE* 
S-23 TRANSMITTER 

The customer called first and wanted 
to know if I could work on his set right 
away if he brought it down to the shop. I 

told him I could since I wasn't very busy 
at the time. In a few minutes, he arrived 
and set the transmitter down on the 
bench. 

The trouble was that the transmitter 
wasn't being modulated at all. First, I 

removed the cover and first substituted 
the tubes in the modulator section, V12, 
V13, and V14. The tube substitution 
made no difference so I proceeded to 
make some voltage measurements. 

I guess I got lucky because the first 
place I checked was the plate of the first 
speech amp (pin 1 of V12) and there was 
no plate voltage there at all. Figure 3 

shows the first speech amplifier of the 
Browning S-23. There were three possibil- 
ities here: either R78 was open, C60 was 
shorted, or R79 was open. 

Imeg 

21L SPIECH AMP 

12AX7 
6 :55,, 

w 

t.5V 
270K 

221YIC. e1 
.3004 

® 83 

D01 
C7Qc 

Be S 47pc 

Courtesy Howard W. Sams 
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I checked the supply voltage at the end 
of R79 and it was equal to the full supply 
voltage. Checking at the junction of R78 
and R79, the voltage was equal to the 
supply voltage. This told me that capaci- 
tor C60 was not shorted and that at least 
R79 was not open. 

I decided to remove power from the 
transmitter to make some resistance 
checks. Checking across R78 showed that 
it was wide open. Replacing R78 cured 
the trouble so that the radio was now 
modulating fully. I charged $13.50 for 
the repairs and the customer was happy. 

MIDLAND 13-866 

The Midland 13-866 was brought in by 
a customer who lives about 20 miles from 
here. He said he did not know I had a 

shop here and that he had taken the set 
to the Gemtronics Company in Lake City 
and they referred him to me. He said the 
trouble with the set was that it would not 
receive on any channel and it would not 
transmit on channels 5,6,7, and 8. 

I hooked up the set first to verify the 
complaint. It was just as he had said; the 
set would not receive at all and would 
transmit on all channels except 5,6,7, and 
8. There was some slight noise heard in 
the speaker and the squelch control could 
turn it on and off. 

However, the noise was not as loud as 

it normally is when the rf stages are 
working normally. This was my first clue 
to the receiver trouble. Using my signal 
injector, I first injected a signal at the 
base of TR17 (rf amp). Only a faint 
sound came from the speaker. Next, I 

injected a signal at the collector of TR17 
and still only a faint sound came from the 
speaker. 

Moving the base of the first mixer 
transistor (TR18) still caused only a faint 
sound to come from the speaker. Moving 
to the collector of the first mixer, the 
sound became louder but was still way 

too low. I decided to stop and check the 
voltages at the first mixer transistor. 

The collector measured 1.2 volts, far 
below the 8.43 shown on the schematic. 
Tracing back to the supply source from 
the collector of TR18, I measured the 
voltage at point 49 on the schematic, 
shown in Fig.4. It also was very low. 

Next, I measured the voltage at point 
41 and it measured just slightly higher, 
still far below what it should have been. 
Moving to point 4 (the supply point) the 
voltage measured 9 volts, which was 

normal. 
I thought that one of the bypass 

capacitors was probably leaky, either C69 
or C72. I pulled C72 first and it checked 
okay. Next, I pulled C69. Sure enough, it 
was extremely leaky. I was out of 0.02- 
µf capacitors but I stopped by a television 
shop in town the next day and borrowed 
one. 

Installation of the capacitor restored 
the receiver to normal operation, except 
on channels 5,6,7, and 8. Since the radio 
would not transmit on these channels 
either, I figured the trouble was probably 
a bad crystal. Looking at the frequency 
synthesis chart X2, a 23.340 MHz crystal 
was the one that was common to the 
transmit and receive functions of chan- 
nels 5,6,7, and 8. 

I removed the crystal and checked it 
on my crystal activity checker. It checked 
dead. The crystal checker doesn't tell 
anything about crystal accuracy, only 
whether it is active or not. I didn't have a 

replacement crystal on hand, but I was 
able to get one from the Gemtronics 
Company which is only 15 miles from 
here. They sent it out to me by UPS and I 

received it the next day. Installation of 
the crystal restored channels 5,6,7, and 8 

to normal operation, both on receive and 
transmit. 

After replacing a crystal, I always 
check the transmit frequencies. The fre- 
quencies on channels 5,6,7, and 8 were 
about 1000 Hz low. The other channels 
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TR17 
RF AMP 

X2 
23.340 MHz I 

o 

T13 

f 

TR18 
1ST MIXER 

TR6 
23MHZ OSC 

o 

were around 500 Hz low. Since all the 
channel frequencies were off in the same 
direction, I could adjust the oscillator 
transformer to bring them closer home! 

I looked on the schematic and found 
the 23 MHz oscillator transformer T6. I 

then located T6 on the chassis and while 
watching the frequency counter, I slowly 
adjusted T6 until the channel 5 frequency 
rose to within 500 Hz of the correct 
channel frequency. This is well within the 
1350 Hz tolerance the FCC requires. I 

then checked all the other channel fre- 
quencies and they all rose about the same 
amount. 

I then checked the output power on all 

channels and the receiver on all channels 
to make sure the oscillator adjustment 
did not have any adverse effects. This 
completed the repairs and check out. The 
total cost to the customer was $25.75. 

T6 

10.02 

MIXER 

14 MHz 
OSC 

R64 

9.O V 

This netted me a profit of around $20, 
which I felt was well earned. 

O1-4N1SON 12",r. 

The customer said that he knew the 
radio would not get out and he wanted 
me to fix that and anything else that was 
wrong with it. I hooked the set up on the 
bench to check it out to see what was 
working and what was not. 

The first thing I noticed was that the 
meter needle remained about half scale 
even with no signal input and that when 
the transmitter was keyed, the needle 
moved all the way down the scale past 
zero and was pegged in that position until 
the mic switch was released. Then it 
would go back to half scale again. 

Next, I checked the receiver and it was 
insensitive. Checking the transmitter, I 
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found it would develop power output and 
was on channel but it was not being 
modulated at all. Since the receiver audio 
was normal, I suspected that the micro- 
phone cartridge was bad. This radio uses 
the ceramic type cartridge. It has been 
my experience that these cartridges are 
more easily damaged than the dynamic 
type of cartridge. I had some of these 
replacement cartridges on hand and re- 
placement restored the modulation to the 
transmitter. 

I now turned my attention to the 
meter problem. The Johnson 123A meter 
is shown in Fig.5. The metering circuit is 
fed off the emitter of Q2, the mixer 
transistor. During receive conditions, a 
signal at the input of Ti is amplified by 
Q1 and fed through T2 to Q2 where the 
signal causes the emitter voltage of Q2 to 
change. This voltage change is registered 
on the meter as so many "S" units (not 
pounds), according to the strength of the 
signal. 

During the transmit condition, a por- 
tion of the transmitter signal is fed 
through C73 to the input of T1. How- 
ever, at the time the transmitter is keyed, 
diode CR16 is forward biased. This effec- 
tively places capacitor C74 across T1 to 
ground. Hence, capacitors C73 and C74 
form an rf voltage divider at the input of 
Ti. Since C74 is much larger than C73, 
very little rf will appear across C74 at the 
input of Tl. In the transmit mode, the 
transistors Q1 and Q2 are without any 
supply voltage; however, sufficient rf 
signal feeds through Q1 and Q2 to cause a 
voltage at the emitter of Q2 to feed to 
the metering circuit. 

My first thought (after reviewing the 
theory of the metering circuit) was that 
excessive rf was possibly being fed to T1 
from the transmitter. This probably 
meant the voltage divider circuit was at 
fault. I first looked for C74 on the circuit 
board, and when I found it I noticed one 
of the leads was not soldered to the 

c 
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i 
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1.5A 

board. This indeed would allow excessive 
rf to feed the Tl input. I soldered the 
capacitor in and the meter started behav- 
ing normally. 

Next, I studied the sensitivity problem. 
Since excessive rf had been getting to Ql, 
I wondered if it could have been 
damaged. I removed Q1 and checked it 
on my transistor checker. It checked 
okay except that it didn't have much 
gain. I then checked an RCA SK3122 
transistor for comparison and found that 
the SK3122 had much higher gain than 
the other one. I installed the SK3122 in 
the set and the set became much more 
sensitive. I'm still not sure that the 
transistor was damaged by excessive rf, 
but it seems possible. 

The customer said that the radio went 
dead after his child had been playing with 
the switches and controls on the radio. 
This set has a polarity reversing switch on 
the rear of the set, which seemed like the 
only control that could have been harmed 
by the child switching it. 

The first thing I noticed when I opened 
the set, shown in Fig.6, was that RFC1 
had burned up before. Someone had 
placed a wire jumper across it, and had 
done a messy job, so the first thing I did 
was to clean that mess up! I then turned 
the radio over to examine the foil side 

POLARITY 

F1 RFC1 

w 
M ,. 

and after some close examining I found a 

circuit foil that had burned in half. 
This was in the hot side between where 

RFC1 previously was and the iron core 
choke. I bridged this burned spot and 
then connected my ohmmeter across the 
power leads (noting the polarity). Now, 
there was a dead short across the power 
leads when the on/off switch was on. 

Looking beyond the on/off switch, the 
first thing I saw was the protection diode. 
This is always a prime suspect when the 
polarity has been reversed. I removed the 
diode and sure enough, it was shorted. I 

checked the resistance across the power 
leads with the diode removed and the 
short was definitely gone. Replacing the 
diode restored the radio to service. I used 
an HEP170 replacement diode. My charge 
was $1 for the diode and $16 for labor. 

The customer told me that the radio 
would work for a little while and then 
quit while he was driving along. He said 
the transmitter worked fine, but the 
receiver was troublesome. I hooked the 
radio up on the bench to see what was 
happening. 

I fed in a signal on channel 11 and 
looked at the "S" meter for an indica- 
tion, but found none. There was a faint 
hiss from the speaker, but this was not 
from the signal I had fed into the set. I 

CH S1 

C110 
0.001 

T)9 
PROTECT 
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checked the transmitter to make sure it 
was working normally. Everything 
seemed to be normal in the transmitter. 

I removed the cover from the radio to 
do some signal tracing. I applied power to 
the set and the radio started receiving 
normally. I tapped the circuit board with 
a screwdriver handle and the receiver 
stopped working - for about two seconds 
that is! 

I could tap the circuit board and it 
would stop again, but it would not stay 
down long enough to make any tests. I 

did not have a good schematic diagram to 
work from. All I had was the little 
schematic that comes in the little owner's 
manual with the radio set. Every compo- 
nent was drawn so small and was so 
closely spaced that I could hardly distin- 
guish the transmitter from the receiver on 
the schematic! 

With two strikes against me I decided 
to tackle the job anyhow, hoping that my 
luck would change. I tapped and tapped 
on the circuit board until finally the beast 
stopped working and would not start 
again. I injected a signal at the input of 
the first 455 kHz i -f amplifier transistor. 
The tone came through the speaker loud 
and clear. 

I moved to the input to the second 
mixer which is nothing but a diode. The 
tone didn't sound nearly so loud from 
this point. I wasn't sure whether this was 
normal or not and I was a little suspicious 
of that diode. 

The signal injector that I use is a square 
wave generator which is rich in har- 
monics. It covers the audio frequency 

range on up high in the rf range. If this 
type of signal is fed into the mixer input, 
a signal would be developed at the output 
of the mixer whether the local oscillator 
is working or not. 

In this set the first i -f frequency is 

11.275 MHz and the second i -f frequency 
is 455 kHz. Now, the first i -f frequency 
(11.275 MHz) is mixed in the mixer 
diode with the second oscillator fre- 
quency (11.730 MHz) to develop a differ- 
ence frequency of 455 kHz which is fed 
into the second i -f amplifier stages. One 
sure way to determine if the second 
oscillator is working or not is to use a 

signal generator tuned to the second 
oscillator frequency. 

I tuned the generator to 11.730 MHz 
and injected the signal through a 0.001 
microfarad capacitor to the input of the 
second mixer diode. When I did this, the 
modulated signal that I had feeding the 
input of the receiver started coming 
through loud and clear. This proved that 
the second oscillator was dead. 

Now which component was bad? I 

decided to remove the crystal first and 
check it on my crystal checker. The 
crystal was surely dead - my luck had 
changed! I was able to obtain a replace- 
ment crystal from the Gemtronics Com- 
pany nearby. Installation of the new 
crystal restored the receiver to normal 
operation. 

I charged $21 for the repair job and it 
was worth every cent of it. It certainly 
makes me appreciate good service infor- 
mation after working from a schematic 
such as I had to work from. 

WANTED. Chief Engineer with experience in troubleshooting. Salary open. An equal oppor- 
tunity employer, M/F. WMOA, Box 708, Marietta, Ohio 45750. Telephone collect to Ray 
Rosenblum, (614) 373-1490. 
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CONAR passes the savings on to 
YOU...on the 

The 
Litronix 
2260 has automatic 
scientific notation 
override from eight -digit 
floating-point decimal display a memory 
system that performs natural parenthetical 
entry of complete algebraic expressions 

accumulating memory and store -recall memory 
advanced square/square root system does square and 

square root of sums, sums of squares and square roots without 
reentering intermediate results constant pi plus the exclusive Litronix on -off keys, 
automatic shutoff system, and "Error" signal. Three penlight AA batteries provide up to 
eight hours of use and alkaline batteries will give you 16 hours. An AC adapter (included), 
which bypasses the batteries, enables you to use normal house current. 

One-year unconditional guarantee 

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides 
Automatic squaring 

Automatic square root 
Displays pi to eight significant digits for use in 
electronics calculations 
Straightforward algebraic logic with parentheses 

Scientific notation 
Automatic constant 
Performs even the most involved electronics 

'lass / 
If your hound gnaws it to bits . .. or 
even if you flatten it under a steam- 
roller . . . your Litronix calculator 
is still guaranteed for one whole year. 
Just return it prepaid to the factory 
and a replacement will be sent. No 
questions asked. 

Plus $1 for shipping 
and handling 

Stock No.EN226 

uar%d - e 

calculations with speed and ease. Example: 
determine the capacitive reactance at 60 Hz of 
a 0.05 -¡if capacitor. Exact keystroke sequence 
follows: 1 = (.05 EXP +/- 6 x 2 x It x 60) = 
53051.647 (answer in ohms) 

Battery -saving flasher* 

Automatic power -off after 15 minutes of non- 
use. No more dead batteries due to leaving 
calculator on by accident* 
Flashing "Error" signal for improper oper- 
ations. Retains data.* 

*Litronix exclusives 

Optional Cal -Converter 
Holds calculator at proper angle 

for desk work 

NIQUQI2MHQUM99 
Stock No.EN101 
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This job involved a Setchell Carlson 
Model 23DC26. It is a floor model and 
belongs to my son, Jim, who brought 
it down from Birmingham in a station 
wagon. He said that the problem was 
that the picture did not fill the screen 
vertically. 

I replaced the vertical output tube and 
damper as the latter arced intermittently 
when tapped. I was able to adjust the 
controls so a normal picture was ob- 
tained. Then, the trouble started. When 

/1 (Th r-1 r- le y`l 7-M, 

set used a power transformer with all 
tube filaments in parallel. Without a 

power transformer, the filaments would 
have been in series, and removal of the 
picture tube socket would have opened 
the filament circuit of all remaining tubes 
and I could not check for operating 
voltages. 

The 6FQ7 seemed to be operating as I 

could measure ac voltage on both plates. 
To confirm this measurement, I got out 
my scope and saw normal signals at both 

plates of the 
6FQ7 and the 
6JT6 control 
grid. The 6JT6 
control grid, how- 
ever, was positive 
as shown by my 
vtvm. The grid - 
cathode of the 
tube should have 
rectified the hori- 
zontal drive volt- 
age to produce 
about 32 volts 
negative from the 

control grid to the chassis. 
I turned the set off and disconnected 

the coupling capacitor feeding drive signal 
from the oscillator to the 6JT6 control 
grid. If the capacitor were leaky, it would 
account for the positive control -grid volt- 
age and when disconnected the positive 
voltage would disappear (see Figure 1). 

The 6JT6 control grid was still positive 
with the coupling capacitor out of the 
circuit. I turned the set off again and 
measured the resistance from the control 
grid to the chassis. It measured only 
about 10,000 ohms, while when pre- 
viously measured from the top of the 
socket (tube removed) it was 1.2 meg- 
ohms, which is about what you would 
expect. I disconnected the 1.2-megohm 
grid resistor and still got the same read- 
ing. A quick check showed that this was 
the same resistance as measured from the 
6JT6 supressor grid to the chassis. Then 

/I (M 1 r 

ADVENTU 
RES IN 
TV SERV ICING 

J.B.STRAUGHN 
the horizontal output tube (a 6JT6) was 
jarred, the set lost its raster. The neon 
bulb in my tube tester for indicating 
shorts and tube leakage was broken, but 
the 6JT6 emission checked okay. I did 
not have a replacement and could not get 
one as it was late Saturday afternoon. 

I pulled the 6JT6 and checked voltages 
and point-to-point resistance through the 
top of the tube socket holes. Everything 
seemed to be okay. I turned the set on 
with the 6JT6 not all the way in its 
socket so I could reach the tube pins with 
my vtvm probe and found there was no 
negative voltage on the control grid (no 
drive voltage). 

I tried another 6FQ7, horizontal oscil- 
lator tube, which did not help. I pulled 
everything out of the cabinet except the 
picture tube and speaker so I could make 
voltage measurements on the underside of 
the chassis. This was possible because the 
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6FQ7 
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CONTROL 
GRID 
-32 V 

1.2 MEG 2 

TO FLYBACK 
TRANSFORMER 

the light dawned. There was a control- 
grid-to-supressor-grid short in the 6JT6 
tube. With the parts reconnected and the 
6JT6 tube out of the socket, the control - 
grid -to -chassis resistance was 1.2 meg- 
ohms as expected. 

Jim left the set with me as he had to go 
home. When I went to my wholesaler in 
Montgomery, he did not have a 6JT6 and 
neither did any of the other suppliers. I 

finally found that there was a replace- 
ment tube recommended - a 6JG6 - 
which was in stock. When you try to buy 
a tube which is not available, don't forget 
to ask if there is a substitute. 

With the new tube in the circuit, and 
after cleaning the tuner, the results were 
not as expected. There was poor vertical 
sync, due to a leaky capacitor in the 
vertical circuit. All of this shows that all 
of your equipment should be kept in 
first-class condition and that a tube which 
is shorted, making it inoperative, can still 
check okay as far as emission is con- 
cerned. When making an emission test, all 
electrodes with the exception of the 
cathode are tied together, so the fact 
that there was a short between two of 

vv 

B+ 

the tied -together electrodes would have 
no effect on the emission test. I didn't 
feel too bright about this job, but my 
son thought I was when he picked up 
his set, and that's all that counted in this 
case. 

RCA C IC; 38XP 

There are quite a few of these color 
sets in the area and I have replaced a 
number of defective flyback (horizontal 
output) transformers to restore picture 
tube anode voltage. This fact is men- 
tioned as a partial excuse for the follow- 
ing comedy of errors. 

When received, the set had good sound 
but no raster. There was no voltage at the 
anode of the picture tube. I couldn't find 
my neon bulb on the end of the fiber rod 
which I use to check for the presence of 
horizontal energy at the plate of the 
horizontal output tube, but I checked 
this tube, the horizontal oscillator tube, 
and the damper. All were okay, so I 

checked for melted wax at the bottom of 
the horizontal output transformer. 
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It was quite sticky, indicating that 
overheating had taken place due to an 
overload of some sort. I decided that the 
transformer had some shorted turns, 
which was not fully borne out by a scope 
check. 

I bought a new transformer and started 
disconnecting the old one. However, be- 
fore I was finished, something told me I 

was off base and that I should at least 
check the high -voltage rectifier, which I 

had neglected to do. The tube had no 
emission at all-I had never seen one in 
such a bad state before. I installed a new 
3A3 tube and reconnected the loose leads 
on the old transformer, then replaced the 
chassis in the cabinet and got everything 
connected. I fired the set up and got good 
sound but no raster. 

A check with my high -voltage probe 
showed that there was still no high 
voltage. I took the time to locate my 
neon bulb outfit and found that it lit 
nicely when held near the focus rectifier, 
which is fed from the same point as the 
plate of the horizontal output tube. I had 
previously checked the windings of the 
flyback so I could see no reason why 
there was no high voltage. I then checked 
the boost capacitors, which were okay, as 

was the new 3A3. 
I thought that perhaps there was an 

open on the high -voltage anode lead, so I 

removed it and checked it with the 
ohmmeter --no open. I turned the set on 
and the first thing I knew the end of the 
anode lead was arcing like all getout to 
the chassis. This proved that high voltage 
was present. 

I properly connected the anode lead to 
the picture tube but when the set was 
turned on there was no high voltage at 
the filament socket terminal of the 3A3 
high -voltage rectifier tube. I removed the 
socket of the picture tube while the set 
was turned on and, lo and behold, I had 
high voltage again! 

I carefully checked the picture tube 
but there were no shorts. I'd never run 

into this before and figured I probably 
had a defective picture tube. I thought of 
gas in the tube so I loosened the clamp 
holding the blue lateral adjustment and 
the purity magnets so I could slide them 
back and see into the gun section of the 
picture tube. When the set was turned on 
and my neon bulb showed the proper 
glow at the focus rectifier, I noted a 

bright blue glow in the gun sections of 
the picture tube. This showed the 
presence of gas. 

Now I knew from long experience that 
a tube could go gassy all by itself or gas 

could show up due to incorrect bias. 
Either condition would result in very 
excessive current flow and no high volt- 
age. I decided to investigate. 

I don't have the proper extension 
cables to operate a set when it is out of 
the cabinet --not directly connected to the 
yoke, picture tube, and so on. If I wanted 
to measure voltages on the socket of the 
picture tube, I would have to take the 
socket off the picture tube base and 
measure directly at the socket terminals. 
My probe is too big to fit into the socket 
terminals, so with the socket off I stick a . 

lead of a 1 -watt resistor down into the 
socket terminal and measure from this 
lead to the chassis. 

The circuit in question is shown in 
Figure 2. I first checked the voltages 
between the blue and red grids (pin holes 
12 and 3) and the chassis-they seemed 
normal to me, about 155 volts each. This 
is a positive voltage, but remember that 
the grid bias is the voltage between the 
grid and the cathode, so the fact that the 
grid voltage is positive when measured to 
the chassis is of no importance. The 
actual negative grid voltage is the differ- 
ence between the grid -to -chassis voltage 
and the cathode -to -chassis voltage. 

On checking the green grid (socket 
hole 7) to chassis voltage, I got nothing at 
all. There should have been some kind of 
a quiver of the meter needle but there 
was no movement at all. I switched to the 
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ohmmeter function of the vtvm and 
could get no deflection when the meter 
leads were held together, which showed 
there was something wrong with the 
vtvm. Since this was the first trouble I 

had encountered with it after four years 
of hard use, I didn't feel too bad. After 
removing the vtvm from its case, I found 
that the probe lead had come off the 
function switch and had to be resoldered. 

On rechecking the screen grid voltage, I 

found it to be okay. As stated above, it 
would be necessary to check the cathode 
voltages to arrive at the true grid -to - 
cathode or bias voltage. With the resistor 
lead pushed into the cathode socket holes 
(2, 11, and 6), one at a time, I could 
measure only a few volts. I looked at the 
schematic and could see no reason for 
this state of affairs. 

290V 3 

860V 5 

850V 13 -- 
815V 4 

9 

CRT 

25XP22 

-195V 

Courtesy Howard W. Sams 

However, it meant that the grid bias, 
instead of being negative, was about 150 
volts positive. This is bad! I turned the set 
off and switched to the ohmmeter. I 

found that there was about 1000 ohms 
from each cathode to the chassis, de- 
pending on "drive" control settings. 

I restudied the schematic and decided 
that maybe there was a short between the 
plate and suppressor grid of the 12HG7 
video output tube-I could think of no 
other defect which would result in such a 
low resistance from the picture tube 
cathodes to the chassis. Testing the tube 
in my Conar tube tester, I found that it 
showed a direct short from plate to 
suppressor grid as suspected. With the 
tube out of the set I got a raster and a 
color picture, after a fashion. 

The 12HG7 feeds signals to the cath- 
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odes of the picture tube while color 
signals are fed to the control grids. I put 
in a new 12HG7 without much improve- 
ment in the picture, but this was to be 
expected as I had turned all control 
knobs on the rear chassis apron to see 

what would happen. 
I looked up into the picture tube base 

end and there was no trace of a blue 
glow, showing that the gas had been due 
to the high positive control grid voltage. 
With the proper setup of the rear chassis 
controls, the receiver worked very well. 

I charged $15 labor and list price for 
the two defective tubes. This was much 
less than the $48.50 I had quoted for the 
new flyback transformer, and the custo- 
mer almost turned handsprings. 

Thinking back, I could see where the 
high current drain by the misbiased 
picture tube could have completely de- 
stroyed the emission capabilities of the 
3A3 high -voltage rectifier tube. The 
trouble could all be traced back to the 
short which developed in the 12HG7. 

It is a point to remember that lack of 
high voltage can be the result of excess 
current drain by the picture tube and 
that this could be due to a short in the 
tube (unlikely), to gas in the picture 
tube, or to incorrect bias between the 
grids and cathodes. 

I have found a few cases where a short 
existed in the high -voltage rectifier tube. 
Until the tube has been checked, this can 
be a puzzler because you can draw a 

high -voltage arc from the picture tube 
anode, indicating the presence of high 
voltage, but no raster. The reason is that 
the anode voltage is ac rather than dc. 
You can easily tell the difference by 
holding the neon test bulb near the anode 
lead of the picture tube. If the bulb 
glows, ac is present. No glow means no ac 
voltage. Of course, if the voltage is 

checked with a high -voltage probe, 
nothing will be indicated (on a vtvm) if ac 
is present. 

Things might have been handled differ- 
ently and with more dispatch, but on the 

other hand, if I had checked the 3A3 
when I checked the other tubes in the 
horizontal circuits, I might very well have 
installed a new 3A3, a new flyback, and 
then a new picture tube before realizing 
the trouble was elsewhere. Such a booboo 
would have been hard to live with, to say 
nothing of what it would have cost me! 

As a closing thought, I wonder how 
many readers have said to themselves, "J. 
B. Straughn must be off his rocker. He 
says the picture tube control grids should 
be negative, but the schematic shows the 
grids to be a +290 volts and the cathodes 
at about +165 volts. The difference is 125 
volts, the grids being 125 volts more 
positive than the cathodes instead of 125 
volts more negative!" 

This is a sad case in which the sche- 
matic is in error. The cathode and control 
grid voltages as shown are reversed! With 
the cathodes at +290 volts and the grids 
at +165 volts, the grids are -125 negative 
as far as the cathodes are concerned. 

This is another reason why a student 
must learn his theory. He had sure 
better know more than the person who 
put the schematic together and labeled 
the operating voltages. Such errors are 
infrequent but they do occur, and this 
means that blind faith in what you see, 
read, or are told can lead to trouble. A 
good understanding of fundamentals, as 
given in the NRI courses, is what you 
need in order to avoid such traps. 

I have even seen wiring errors (obvious 
to a trained technician) faithfully incor- 
porated by a not -so -bright service techni- 
cian in a receiver. I get such sets when the 
other person gives up, and so far have 
been lucky in spotting the built-in mis- 
takes when looking over the schematic 
prior to starting work. Don't be fright- 
ened, because schematic errors are almost 
as rare as hen's teeth. Sams is not the 
only one, as I have found them in manu- 
facturers' diagrams, a thing almost 
unheard of. You only have to be confi- 
dent in your own knowledge-then 
diagram errors will be very apparent. 
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Now... 

4-0-ekaNd 
rg TRANSCFIVFRS 

...available from CONAR 

i-ÚfVFlaHt 100F 
Phase -lock loop circuit 
S/RF meter 
Built-in noise limiter 
Automatic modulation circuit 
Positive/negative ground 
Squelch control 
Illuminated channel selector knob 

ONLY $109.95 
Plus $2.50 shipping and handling 

Stock No.RT101 

FANFARE 184DF 

noli v $1aa aF 
Plus $2.50 shipping and handling 

Stock No.RT184 

Similar to photograph except 
Model 184 has large digital 
channel readout. 

Phase -lock loop circuit 
RF gain 
Illuminated S/RF meter 
Detachable microphone 
PA switch 
Automatic noise -limiter switch 
Digital channel display 
Positive/negative ground 
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NRI HONORS PROGRAM AWARDS 
For outstanding grades throughout their NRI courses of study, the following November and 

December graduates were given Certificates of Distinction with their NRI Electronics Diplomas. 

VVITH HIGHEST HONORS 

Dennis M. Diehl, Milton NY 
Charles D. Edgin, Addison IL 
A. Edwin Elliott, Kentwood MI 
Dwayne Lockhart, Dysart IA 
Steven R. Metzger, Fulton MO 
David J. Russo, Voorheesville NY 
Robert H. Sharratt, Independence KS 
David Charles Wysong, Plano TX 

VOTH HIGH HONORS 

Douglas Cairns, Davenport IA 
John C. Carter, Brunswick GA 
Marc J. Clifford, Niagara Falls NY 
Ven Crisostomo, Shawyille PQ CANADA 
Wesley C. Easley, Hampton VA 1 
Douglas Field, Jr., Avenel NJ 
Robert R. Fitzgerald, Chattanooga TN 
Robert L. Gieselman, Dallas TX 11 
Basil V. Harrington, Colorado Springs CO 
Charles W Hayes, Kenner LA 
Jack Heidr'ck, Brush CO 
Frederic H. Palmblad, Colorado Springs CO 
Edward Pile:ki, Boca Raton FL 
Douglas A. E'ebranek, Columbus NE 
Don E. Sexton, Northport AL 
Chull S. Song, MD, Stockton CA 
Harry A. Weekly, Toronto OH 
Robert G. Yost, Fairview WV 
Richard T. Zuchowski, Jr., Fallston MD 

Gary D. Allison, Hacienda Heights CA 
Julian Bloom, Scottsdale AZ 

Charles D. Borelli, Salisbury MD 
James Boyle, Waukesha WI 
Neil A. Coddington, Albuquerque NM 
George H. Coffey, Lyndhurst VA 
David R. Collier, Pineville LA 
Lewis M. Cornell, McComb MS 
Herbert H. Doughty, Eau Claire WI 

Chester George, Quinwood WV 
Richard M. S. Green, Tampa FL 
Alfred H. Heemstra, Grand Rapids MI 
Douglas N. Iverson, San Diego CA 
Robert L. Jones, Sumter SC 

George C. Kash mar, Euclid OH 
Richard E. Keller, Jr., Salem OH 
Richard M. Kenny, Fort Myers -Beach FL 
Art T. Kuyendall, Hampton VA 
Robert L. McGuffin, APO New York 
Daniel E. McMunn, APO New York 
Richard P. McNeil, Sherborn MA 
Douglas Meaney, St. John's NF CANADA 
Richard L. Neeley, APO San Francisco 
Wayne Parker, Levittown PA 
Norman W. Price, Ocala FL 
Paul E. Ramey, South Amherst OH 
Raymond F. Reardon, Danvers MA 
Arnold H. Ringler, Pearl City HI 
James D. Robinson, Langley AFB VA 
Jerry H. Ross, San Francisco CA 
Roy G. Sears, APO San Francisco 
Melvin R. Sensmeier, Evansville IN 
Raymond G. Sievers, Jr., Pasadena CA 
Ralph C. Stokes, Milwaukie OR 
Richard H. Tateyama, APO San Francisco 
Sammy D. Teague, Gaffney SC 

Harvey Vogel, Touraine PQ CANADA 
Edward P. Walz, Peabody MA 
Douglas L. Watson, Leominster MA 
Roberta M. Watson SND, Wallingford PA 
S. P. Webb, Royal Oak MI 
David J. Whalen, Vernon NJ 
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Things never are really as simple as 
they seem to be. That statement could 
apply to lots of things, but for my 
purposes, I am speaking about correspon- 
dence from you people out there. On 
several occasions, 1 have gotten letters 
requesting help of some sort or the other. 
Some of my replies have been delayed 
quite a bit because of the way the mail is 
handled at the office. After coming to 
our in -mail section, letters are routed to 
the various departments to be handled. 
For the usual student correspondence, 
this routine works very well, but for 
personal letters or letters that must be 
handled by several departments, the re- 
quired replies may take several days 
getting back into the mail. 

This applies particularly to questions 
that are sent in along with examinations 
that are to be graded. This type of 
correspondence is handled by several dif- 
ferent sections, and it may sometimes 
take weeks to get the reply back to you. 
For this reason, you should always send 
queries of either a technical or service 
nature separately to get the fastest possi- 
ble response; don't enclose technical 
questions with your examination papers 
or cards. 

HAM NEWS 

By Ted Beach K4MKX 

In addition, the type of work that I do 
at NRI keeps me quite busy doing re- 
search, writing lessons, editing manu- 
scripts, and trying to keep things going in 
general so that there is very little time left 
to write letters to students, as much as I 

would like to do so. Often, I have to turn 
your letters over to our Consultation staff 
for a studied reply, just because there are 
only so many hours in the day. Fre- 
quently, I take your letters home with me 
from the office for further study before 
replying. At best, however, I am a poor 
correspondent, and again, your question 
may take a while to get an answer. 

In most cases, you will probably get 
the fastest possible response by writing 
directly to the Consultation department. 
They are quite capable, and are trained to 
answer your questions. If they don't 
know the answer to a particular question, 
there are plenty of our Development staff 
available to query, and you'll have your 
reply in short order. If you do write 
directly to me, be prepared for a fairly 
long wait before hearing from me! 

Have you been keeping up with all the 
changes the FCC has been putting out? 
Wow! The one that makes me very happy 
is the "temporary" suspension of all fees 
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that became effective January 1, 1977. 
This came about as a result of a suit filed 
by a cable television firm and affects all 
license fees, including broadcast stations, 
CB, land mobile, etc. So don't send any 
money when you apply for a new or 
renewed license - at least fora while. We 

don't know how temporary the court 
order is, but we will assume that it is 

"temporarily permanent" until otherwise 
informed. If you don't see any word in 

any of the amateur magazines, look for it 
here, as we try to keep up-to-date on 
these matters, and will pass it along to 
you. 

Another new twist from the FCC is the 
introduction of the comprehensive exami- 
nation for the receiving code test. Not all 
of the field offices are equipped for this 
type of test yet, so the chances of being 
able to take one by choice are pretty 
poor right now. I do not know how many 
offices are presently giving these tests, 
but it wouldn't hurt to ask what kind of 
exam your local office gives before you 
go down for the test. 

The test works by listening to the code 
tape for the prescribed five minutes. At 
the end, you are given a multiple choice 
examination on the contents of the five 
minutes of code you have just listened to. 
If you have gotten it all down on paper, 
you simply look up the right answers. 
However, you do not have to copy the 
tape perfectly, and might miss more 
letters than would have disqualified you 
under the "solid copy for one minute" 
rules. All you have to do is to answer the 
test questions after hearing the tape. This 
sounds real good to me, since most of my 
CW has been "in the head" copy for the 
last several years. Even though I can't 
write very fast, I get the big picture, and 
only write down pertinent information 
during the course of a QSO. Needless to 
say this is a poor way to copy solid, and 
has really held me back in getting my 
speed up (been trying to get to 20 wpm 
for four years!) so I could go try for that 

Extra. Now (and I understand that the 
Washington D.C. Field Office gives the 
comprehensive exam), I just might be 
"ready" to go and take the test. We'll 
keep you posted. 

Another fairly recent FCC rule is that 
applicants for all classes of amateur 
license must take element 3 (the Novice 
exam). I'm not too sure just exactly why 
this is being done, but you can look 
forward to it, even if you presently hold a 

Novice license. The way they work this 
one is that you take the examination for 
the class license you are applying for first. 
Then, if you pass that examination, you 
are given the Novice test, which you must 
also pass in order to get your license. In 
this way, the FCC is not "obligated" to 
give you a Novice license if you fail to 
pass the higher class examination, since if 
you fail that one, you are not given the 
Novice test. Sneaky, eh? Anyway, be 
prepared to take the Novice test when 
you go in for a new license. 

In another order, released January 13, 
1977 and adopted January 5, 1977, the 
FCC has made provision for issuing an 
Interim Amateur Permit to persons who 
upgrade their license class at an FCC 
office. This means that if you upgrade 
your class of license you can immediately 
begin to use the privileges of the new 
license, without having to wait for the 
license to be issued from Gettysburg. I'm 
sure that this will be welcome news for all 
of us. 

When you pass your test, the local 
office will issue an Interim Amateur 
Permit (Form 660-B) which is good for 
90 days or until the new station license is 

received, whichever comes first. This per- 
mit authorizes you to use your new 
privileges, and is covered in new section 
97.32 of the FCC Rules and Regulations. 

When operating under the authority of 
an IAP, you have to identify your station 
as "interim," followed by a special iden- 
tifier which is shown on the permit, as 

indicated in new part (f) of section 97.87. 
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Mauro WB2JEJ T Brooklyn NY 
Virginia WA4QWC T Winchester VA 
Bob WA4SQL N Alexandria VA 
SC W5MR0 G New Orleans LA 
JM K5PSZ A Kingston OK 
Eugene W5TWM Columbus NM 
Phil WB5WAN N Bay City TX 
Ray WB5WW0 N Bridge City TX 
John WB60XM N San Diego CA 
John K6VOY G Long Beach CA 
Harold W7AYN A Pocatello ID 
Fred WB7EMF G Bremerton WA 
Joe WD8DJT N Iron Mountain MI 
Dick WD8DSE T Grand Rapids MI 
Jack WBOSXJ T Osawatomie KS 
David WBOYDF Cologne MN 
Everett WA2JDN G Cedarhurst NY 
John WB2JHF N Washington NJ 
Bob WB4ZTC N Birmingham AL 
Bill WB9HZI A* Peoria IL 

* Just upgraded - congratulations! 

On CW you would use the fraction bar 
(DN) after your call sign, followed by the 
special identifier given on the permit. No 
big deal in either case, and surely a 

welcome change from the old "four week 
wait" for the new license. Let's hope the 
FCC keeps up this forward -thinking in 
their future rule changes. 

Next time, we'll talk a bit about some 
of the other things that the FCC is 

presently considering regarding amateur 
radio, and look at the proposed "new" 
frequency allocations for amateur use 
that will be decided at the 1979 WARC 
meeting. All in all, the Advisory Commit- 
tee has done a very good job, and if we 
can come out with only some of their 
proposals, I think we'll be pretty well off. 

Now, let's see who we have heard from 
since last time. As usual, those listed first 
are students and graduates of NRI's Ama- 
teur courses, while those listed last are 
students and graduates of other NRI 
courses. 

In addition to those listed above, I also 
heard from others who did not give their 
calls. Les Cramer, for example, wrote that 
he had just passed his Extra exam in 

Santa Barbara, California. Nice going, 
Les, we're always proud to see one of our 
own make it to the top. 

I'm not sure whether Charles Floto of 
New Haven, Connecticut is an amateur or 
not, but he wrote a nice note on using the 
seven segment display of the KIM -1 com- 
puter to display alphanumeric characters. 
Thanks much, Charles. I had already 
gotten that information from an issue of 
the KIM User's Notes and am using it in a 

couple of programs already. 
WA4QWC writes that she is just about 

the only YL on the Winchester repeater 
(22/82) and that the YML's of the other 
members are now studying fast and 
furious on their code and theory so they 
can get on the air also to protect their 
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OM's from such a sweet young thing. 

Fine business, Virginia, and one of these 

days I'll have to check in on your evening 

net. First I'll have to get the crystals, and 

then I'll have to put up my Ringo Ranger 

at the home QTH as I don't think my 

mobile 5/8 antenna will make it all the 

way to Winchester! 
Eugene, W5TWM, wrote asking about a 

problem he was having with an old 

Johnson Viking 500 transmitter. Unfortu- 
nately, we do not have any data on 

amateur equipment (other than a few 

older Hallicrafters receivers) and no one 

around here was familiar with Eugene's 

particular problem. Briefly, the problem 
appears to be an unstable vfo that drifts 
slowly at first and also shifts sharply 

when being keyed. My first thought 
would be the voltage regulator for the 

vfo, but I can't be really certain. If any of 
you out there have had similar ills with 

the Johnson, and have found the cure, 
give Eugene a hand by writing him at Box 

342, Columbus, New Mexico 88029. 

Phil, WB5WAN, is a Novice who 

started out with a WN call and got 
switched to WB under the new rules. Phil 

has been very active using the CONAR 
transmitter and has gotten very good 

reports from Minnesota and Illinois. Fine 

business. Phil - we're always glad to hear 

from satisfied customers! 
W7AYN writes that he took and passed 

the Advanced test in Portland, Oregon 

back in December and is justifiably proud 
of his new ticket. Harold says: "So this 

Old Boy of 67 years, thinks he will retire 

to the rocking chair a little more often 
now. Will let the `smart -lads' go on for 

the Extra Class License!" I don't know, 
Harold; the way you've been going I 

think you are one of the "smart -lads" 
yourself, and I'll bet you'll end up with 

an Extra ticket real soon. 

WBOSXJ HAM SHACK. 

WBOSXJ, Jack, writes that he is 

"...alive and kicking, but only on one leg. 

...broke my leg Thanksgiving week so will 

have plenty of time to finish the NRI 

course and get the General ticket." Jack 

got his Tech license in September, but has 

been working the low bands only since he 

doesn't have any vhf equipment. The 

photograph shows Jack's setup. 
WB4ZTC says that it took exactly six 

weeks and two days of impatient waiting 
to get his Novice license issued. And I 

thought that they had speeded up the 

process. Anyway, Bob is happy to be on 

the air now, and enjoys operating with his 

HW-101 into a long wire antenna through 
a home brew tuner. His first contact was 

with a VE7 in Vancouver, and his second 

was with a W6 in San Diego - not bad! 

Finally, Bill, WB9HZ1, writes that he 

upgraded from Tech to Advanced back in 

October and only took three tries to do 

it! Bill is now able to use his TR -4C and 

4BTV to good advantage on the low 

bands. Come good weather, maybe we'll 

talk to one another. 
That's it for this time, gang. Do let us 

hear from you so we can know what is 

going on "out there." Have a fine spring, 

and look for us on Field Day. We will 

probably be operating under the call 

W4DRW/4 as we have the past two years, 

and having a ball. See you then. Very 

73- Ted - K4MKX 
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DIRECTORY OF ALUMNI CHAPTERS 

DETROIT CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. on the 
second Friday of each month at St. Andrews 
Hall, 431 E. Congress St., Detroit. Chairman: 
James Kelley, 1140 Livernois, Detroit, 
Michigan. 841-4972. 
FLINT (SAGINAW VALLEY) CHAPTER 
meets 7:30 p.m. the second Wednesday of each 
month at Andy's Radio and TV Shop, G-5507 
S.Saginaw Rd., Flint, Michigan. Chairman: 
Roger D. Donaven. 
NEW YORK CITY CHAPTER meets at 8:30 
p.m., first Thursday of each month, at 1669 
45th Street, Brooklyn, New York. Chairman: 
Sam Antman, 1669 45th Street, Brooklyn, 
New York. 
NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. 
on the second Friday of each month at the 
Players Club, located on Washington Square in 
Kearny, New Jersey. Chairman: Al Mould. 
Telephone 991-9299 or 384-8112. 
PHILADELPHIA -CAMDEN CHAPTER meets 
on the fourth Monday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at the home of Chairman Boyd A. Bingaman, 
426 Crotzer Avenue, Folcroft, Penna. Tele- 
phone LU 3-7165. 
PITTSBURGH CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. on 
the first Thursday of each month in the 
basement of the U.P. Church of Verona, Pa., 
corner of South Ave. and Second Street. Chair- 
man: James Wheeler. 
SAN ANTONIO (ALAMO) CHAPTER meets at 
7 p.m., fourth Thursday of each month, at the 
Alamo Heights Christian Church Scout House, 
350 Primrose St., 6500 block of N. New 
Braunfels St. (three blocks north of Austin 
Hwy.), San Antonio. Chairman: Robert Bonge, 
222 Amador Lane, San Antonio. All San 
Antonio area NRI students are always welcome. 
A free annual chapter membership will be given 
to all NRI graduates attending within three 
months of their graduation. 
SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS CHAP- 
TER meets at 8 p.m. on the last Wednesday of 
each month at the home of Chairman Daniel 
DeJesus, 12 Brookview St., Fairhaven, Mass. 
02719. 
SPRINGFIELD (MASS.) CHAPTER meets at 
7:30 p.m. on the second Saturday of each 
month at the shop of Norman Charest, 74 
Redfern Drive, Springfield, Mass. 01109. Tele- 
phone (413) 734-2609. Chairman: Preston 
Atwood. 
TORONTO CHAPTER meets at McGraw-Hill 
CEC, 330 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, 
Ontario, Canada. Chairman: Branko Lebar. 
For information contact Stewart J. Kenmuir, 
(4161 293-1911. 

Four new members were admitted at 
the December 10 meeting of the North 
Jersey Chapter. They are John Bryon, 
Kearney; Paul Fedisson, Jackson; Kevin 
McCarthy. Pinebrook; and Ben Nemeckay, 
Newark. 

Mr. Bryon brought in an old black -and - 
white Magnavox television with vertical 
problems. A schematic was not available 
for this set. but several techniques were 
employed to find the problem and valu- 
able troubleshooting information was 
gathered by the membership. 

The next meeting was January 14. 
Nominations for Chapter officials were 
accepted. 

Ten members of the Detroit Chapter 
showed up for both the December and 
January meetings even though the tem- 
perature was never above freezing. In 
some cases, it was -10° with a wind chill 
factor as much as -45°. 
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Members are now working in groups 
on selected projects at the meetings, such 
as experimenting with different sections 
of a television receiver. This idea was 
proposed by Chairman James Kelley so 
everyone could gain more knowledge and 
practice in each area while utilizing the 
Chapter's available test equipment. Ray 
Berus brought in a 1948 Sears "Meteor" 
television for this purpose. 

Oscilloscope divider probes were dis- 
cussed in December. The members heard 
how probes are used in checking horizon- 
tal waveforms and how to compensate for 
internal capacitor problems caused by 
their shielding. It was shown that they are 
not suitable for use in low voltage sections 
since they are designed for use with high 
frequencies. 

In January, the members used these 
probes to check out horizontal waveforms. 
The damper tube was found to be the 
most convenient takeoff point for this, 
although other areas of high voltage 
could be used. 

With an auto transformer flyback, the 
plate of the damper is the low voltage 
point and the cathode is the high voltage 
point. With an insulated secondary (like 

NRIAA OFFICERS 
J.B. Straughn President 
Eldred M. Breese Vice President 
Branko Lebar Vice President 
Joseph A. Crusco Vice President 
Les Lederna Vice President 
Tom Nolan Executive Secretary 

a regular transformer) type of horizontal 
output transformer, the reverse is true. 

Gil Sager brought in a CB transceiver 
which was quickly diagnosed as having a 
defective FET. Bruce Rittenhouse found 
the bad transistor. 

John Nagy told a story about wires 
being shot down by someone shooting 
pigeons with a shotgun. These wires were 
feeding one of the local racetracks. John 
repaired the circuits and put them back 
into operation just in time. 

S{'F;Ii\:C;FIELD CH/APd_I-; 
`.jUDE1\IT 

L_ 

Trevor Young was welcomed into the 
Chapter as a member even though he is 
still a student taking NRI courses. 

Al Dorman demonstrated a Sencor 
CB41 automatic performance tester. This 
unit will test just about every part of the 
CB receiver that is usually faulty. It will 
also test power output which is necessary 
to stay within FCC regulations. 
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FLINT/SAGINAW VALLEY 
CHAPTER ELECTS OFFICERS 

The Flint/Saginaw Valley Chapter 
welcomed a new member, Robert Bauman 
from Saginaw, at the January meeting. 
Elections were held for the coming year. 

New officers elected include: Chair- 
man, Dale Keys; Vice -Chairman, Chester 
Mazur; Secretary, Andy Jobbagy; Trea- 
surer, Larry McMaster; Board of Directors, 
Steve Avetta, Fred Malik, Cash Laferty, 
Bob Bauman; Membership Committee, 
Donald Stewart, Henry Hubbard, Joseph 
Madar; Goodwill Ambassador, Gerold M. 

Lev. 
Andy Jobbagy lectured on servicing. 

He explained how to find a transistor 
base connection using a Sylvania catalog 
and where to look for the markings such 
as ECG130, etc. Also, he showed the 
various types of silicone heat sink com- 
pounds that are used, some of which will 
dry out and some which will stay fluid 
and make a good heat connection. 

Chairman Dale Keys suggested that 
any student in the northern or western 
part of Michigan call him if they are close 
to Montrose. The number is 639-6688. 
He said he would be glad to give any 
information about any work that the stu- 
dents are having trouble with as he is still 
a student himself at the age of 72. Call 
the secretary, Andy Jobbagy, at 694-6773 
for any other local problems. 

At the December 22 meeting, Dennis 

Besser brought in a color set with no 
picture and no sound. This turned out to 
be an input filter capacitor and was 
repaired in short order. 

Also, Dale brought in a Zenith with no 
high voltage. This proved to be a horizon- 
tal oscillator problem. A Christmas 
celebration closed the meeting. 

Andy opened the December 8 meeting 
by distributing new tube price listings 
which were increased this year and also 
some of the components parts price 
listings. 

Fred Malick brought in information 
about CB radios, stereos, and tape recor- 
ders that can be sold to our students as 
well as wholesale parts listings. 

Larry McMaster brought in a set with 
no picture or no sound. He had been 
working on it for a few days with no luck. 
Fred and Andy checked out the set and 
finally located the problem. The printed 
circuit board was cracked in a few places. 
These were repaired by bridging with wire 
and solder. 

Dale has made up a special Phillips 
screwdriver for the Chapter. It is two feet 
long and can be used for removing tuners, 
etc. He made it to show his appreciation 
for help on some special service jobs. 

The Chapter is now scheduling two 
meetings a month to catch up with some 
of the problems that the members have 
had. Any person wishing to come to the 
meeting should call by phone before 
they make the trip because sometimes 
the dates are changed. 
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CONAR 
A Division of the National Radio Institute 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

CHECK ONE: CHECK ONE: 
Cash order New Conar account 
COD (20% deposit required) Add-on Conar account 
Select -A -Plan order Reopen Conar account 

PLEASE PRINT Ship to another address? Give directions here: 

NRI Student or Graduate No. 

Name Name 

Address Address 

City State - Zip code City _ 

c/o 

State Zip Code 

Social Security No.__ 

___ 

Moved since last order? 

Previous address City State Zip code 

Name of Item 
2. 

Stock No. 
3. 
How Many? 

4. 
Price Each 

5. 
Total Wt. 

IMPORTANT: 
To speed handling, any correspondence 
should be on separate paper. 
All prices are net FOB, Washington, D C 

Please include postage for weight shown 
and insurance on Parcel Post orders. 
A 20% deposit is required on COD 
orders. Select -A -Plan orders: Please com- 
plete reverse side and sign payment 
agreement below. Thank you for your 
order. 

6. Total cash price for merchandise 

7. Parcel Post and insurance (Do not remit 
for items shipped Express Collect) 

8. 10% cash down payment and Parcel Post 
costs required on new Conar accounts. 

9. Unpaid balance of cash price 
(Items 6 and 7 less item 8) 

10. Sales tax 
(Washington, D.C. residents only) 

11. Unpaid balance (Amount to be financed) 
(Item 9 plus item 10) 

Prices in the Conar catalog and Select -A -Plan time payment privileges apply only to residents of the 
United States and Canada. Residents of Canada and foreign countries are responsible for customs 
charges. 

PAYMENT AGREEMENT 
Enclosed is a down payment of $ on the merchandise I have listed on the Conar Order Form. I 

will pay Conar a minimum payment of 7% of the beginning unpaid balance or $5 per month, which- 
ever is greater, until the full balance plus applicable interest is paid. Title to and right of possession of 
the merchandise shall remain in Conar Instruments until all payments have been made. If I do not 
make the payments as agreed, Conar may declare the entire balance immediately due and payable. 
In satisfaction of the balance, Conar may, at its option, take back the merchandise, which I agree to 
return upon request. I agree that the above conditions shall apply to any add-on purchases to my 
account. The statements on my credit application are true and are made for the purpose of receiving 
credit. 
Date Buyer sign here 

Please do not write in this space. 
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RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 

SELECT YOUR TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET 

The Finance Charge on balances up to $500 is 

1'/z% per month. On any portion of a balance over 
$500, the rate is 1% per month. This is an Annual 
Rate of 18% and 12% respectively. The Finance 
Charge is computed on the month end balance of 
your billing cycle. You will receive a statement 
each month approximately 10 days before your 
payment is due. It will give you the current 
balance, finance charge, list payments made during 
billing cycle, date your payment is due, and 
amount of minimum payment due. 

The minimum monthly payment on a Conar 
account is 7% of the original unpaid balance or $5, 
whichever is greater. The 7% is calculated to the 
nearest dollar. For example, if your original 
balance is $140, your payment would be $10. If 
your original balance is $160, your payment would 
be $11. 

And remember-every purchase carries the Conar 
Guarantee-"the best in the industry." 

1. Complete other side of this sheet. 

2. Insert amount of down payment (at least 10% 
of total order) and other information in 
Payment Agreement on other side. 

3. Sign Payment Agreement and fill in Credit 
Application. 

IMPORTANT: Additional purchases-Once your 
credit is established and you have made at least 
three payments on your account, you can "add 
on" to your account with purchases of $20 or 
more. No down payment is required for add-ons 
of less than $100. If you are under 21, please have 
the Payment Agreement and credit application 
filled out and signed by a person over 21. He can 
make the purchase for you and will be responsi- 
ble for payment. If you have a Conar account 
open or recently paid in full, just sign the Payment 
Agreement. 

NOTICE TO THE BUYER: (1) Do not sign this 
agreement before you read it or if it contains any 
blank space. (2) You are entitled to a copy of this 
agreement. 

IT'S AS EASY AS - - TO OPEN A CONAR ACCOUNT 
PLEASE ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR NORMAL ROUTINE CREDIT CHECK. ONCE YOUR 

CREDIT IS ESTABLISHED, ONLY YOUR SIGNATURE IS NEEDED TO ADD ON PURCHASES. 

Print full name Age 

Home address City State _ Zip code 

Home Phone How long at this address? ( 1 Own home ( 1 Rent 

Rent or mortgage payments $ per month ( ) Married ( I Single Wife's name 

No. dependent children __Previous address ____ How long? 

Your employer 

Employer's address 

How many years on present job? 

Previous employer 

Wife's employer 

Monthly income $ 

Position 

Monthly income $ 

Bank account with 

Address 

Credit account with Address 

( ) Checking 
( ) Savings 
( ) Loan 

Credit account with Address 

Total of all monthly payments including car $_ 
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New/ from Production Devices 

Digital ACDC VoItme` 
If you do troubleshooting in tight places and 
don't like lugging a lot of bench equipment 
around, this rugged probe -type digital voltmeter 
is for you. Model 190 for DC only. Or for more 
versatility, the AC -DC Model 191 gets the job 
done. A heavy-duty case with belt clip costs 

$5.95. 

The PRESS -TO -READ switch extends the 
9 -volt battery life to over 2000 readings 
(with alkaline battery). 

Interchangeable 1" and 2" tips. One-year 
warranty. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Auto Polarity Auto Decimal Overrange Indicator 
*Three -Digit 
Ranges: 0 to + 9.99, 0 to + 99.9, 0 to + 999 V DC & AC 
Accuracy: 0.25% of reading + 1 digit on DC 

0.5% of reading + 1 digit on AC 
Input Impedance: 4.5 megohms AC & DC 
Frequency Response: 40 to 1000 Hz on AC 
Overload Protection: 1000 V AC & DC 
Power: 9 -volt battery 

And... a price reduction on the 

for only 

$7995 
Plus $2 shipping 

and handling 
Stock No.WT191 

Digital 11. Voltmeter 
to 

(And that's $20 less than the current catalog price!) 
Has the same specifications as the Model 191 above, but ,SI - 

DC only. 
Plus $2 shipping 

and handling 
Stock No.WT190 

HeavyDuty Carrying Case with Belt Clip 
F its either Model 190 or 191. 

Stock No.AC190 (Postage paid) 
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_ ----- 

NOW! READ YOUR NRI JOURNAL AND SAVE IT TOO! 

Specially designed Journal Binder provides convenient pro- 
tection and instant accessibility. The Binder is finished in rich 
blue with gold lettering, and features wire -lock book insertion 
for permanent or temporary storage. This durable cover can 
hold up to two years' copies of the Journal. Order several NOW 
from CONAR at the low price of only $3.00 plus 25 cents each 
for postage and handling. 

CONAR Instruments 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please send me NRI Journal Binders at $3.25 each, 
including postage and handling. 

$ enclosed DCheck Money Order 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip Code 
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